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I am Because I Think!
I have always maintained
that my most favourite
time of the day is what I
call my “thinking time”. It
usually comes at the end of
each day and it is not confined by time
constraints. It can be an hour or
sometimes two – occasionally, it is more.
t is not only a time of reflection, looking back over
the day and confirming to myself that I achieved
all of my key objectives, but also a passage of time
that prompts me to look ahead, to plan and to
strategize. People who know me well will tell you
that I produce an endless stream of new ideas. Some
make it off the drawing board, some get parked up in
the "pending" part of my brain, and others are simply
discarded as not being viable at that time. But the
point is that I think  I think a lot, because I embrace
change and I actually enjoy it.
“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little
minds” Ralph Waldo Emerson
For “foolish consistency” read “dull routine”
Routine  doing things by habit, subconsciously,
without thinking  is the enemy of success.

I
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The human mind is a computer. You program
your computer by the input you feed into it:
learning, knowledge, experience and so on. If you
program your mind with images of failure, you will
fail. If you build a bank of success images, your brain
will direct you to success.
How do you build and input images of success
into your brain? By creativity and by thinking.
The fruit of thinking is knowledge, and
knowledge is the medium from which skills are built.
In skills learning, there are four steps.....
First we have the "Unconscious Incompetent".
They don’t know that they don’t know. The
salesperson that is making mistakes but is not aware
of them.
Then comes the "Conscious Incompetent". They
know that they don’t know. This is the beginning of
wisdom. The salesperson that is aware they are not
cashing in on their full potential and wants to learn
how to improve.
Next, the "Conscious Competent". They have
learned and are aware of what they have learned 
and they use it! They know why! For example, the
salesperson who knows how to make a successful
approach call and can program and execute their
presentation to achieve their objectives.
Finally, the "Unconscious Competent". They have

Editorial

learned so well that they use their knowledge with a
semiautomatic skill. Their skills have reached a level
where they are no longer selfcentered. They are
free to devote their efforts to the needs of others.
The professional salesperson who does the right
things to get results, but functions without
conscious attention to what they are doing or why.
Note that I say ‘semiautomatic’... Even the
"Unconscious Competent" should have the ability
and the sharpness to call forth selfawareness.
Purposeful selfawareness, plus a knowing

application of skill, generates maximum personal
horsepower.
The handmaiden of creativity is imagination.
Imagination is the well that brings forth the new
ideas that are essential to our growing success.
“Je pense, donc je suis” (I think, therefore I am) –
n
With apologies to René Descartes.

To read more of Jonathan's articles, posts,
white papers and thoughts visit his
personal site  here

Now I would like to introduce you to the rest of the 2016 TSW Editorial Team. They will not only be providing
me with editorial assistance with the magazine but also helping with Top Sales World's direction this year.

Linda Richardson is a New York Times bestselling
author, educator, sales leader, and the founder of
the Richardson consulting firm. She has dedicated
herself to helping organizations around the world
improve sales performance, process, and
effectiveness. Richardson began her career as a
teacher and firmly believes that great selling is
great teaching—collaborative, relevant, and results
driven. www.lindarichardson.com

Dave Stein is an internationally recognized
author, sales consultant, and sales strategist. He
has worked with the Fortune 50 down to start
ups in the areas of sales enablement, hiring high
performing talent, and winning large, complex
sales opportunities. Dave’s newest book, Beyond
the Sales Process: 12 Proven Strategies for a
CustomerDriven World, publishes in April 2016.
http://davestein.biz

Deb Calvert, “DISCOVER Questions® Get You
Connected” author and Top 50 Sales Influencer, is
President of People First Productivity Solutions, a
UC Berkeley instructor, and previously a Fortune
500 Sales Training Director. She speaks and
writes about the Stop Selling & Start Leading
movement and offers sales training, coaching and
consulting. www.peoplefirstps.com

Joe Galvin is a renowned businesstobusiness
sales analyst. Built on 17 years in multiple quota
bearing sales roles, Joe is an established thought
leader from his former roles of Chief Research
Officer for CSO Insights, VP Sales Optimization
Strategies at SiriusDecisions and VP CRM/SFA
at Gartner.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joegalvin32
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Getting Clarity
on Sales Enablement
Jonathan Farrington in
conversation with Tamara
Schenk, Research Director
with CSO Insights, A
Division of MHI Global and
Jay Mitchell, President &
Founder at Mereo LLC

JF: Sales enablement still means many different
things to different people. What does enablement
really mean and how did it evolve?
TS: Yes, the term “enablement” needs clarification,
depending on an organization’s context and current
maturity level. But the common ground is to equip
sales forces’ ability to evolve their “how to sell”
approach according to changed buyer behaviors.

6
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That’s why we came up with a new definition: Sales
Force Enablement is a strategic, crossfunctional
discipline, designed to increase sales results and
productivity, by providing integrated content,
training and coaching services, for salespeople and
frontline sales managers, along the entire
customer’s journey, powered by technology. This
definition belongs to the recommended maturity
level, what you should be doing. Organizations who
are currently focused on either the content or the
training stream (required maturity level) should
begin to align and integrate their enablement
services (“no training without content, no content
without training”), based on a solid “customercore”
enablement framework. That means to map the
customer’s journey to the internal process landscape
before defining the scope of enablement. Then,
enablement services can be tailored to different
customer’s journey phases, buyer roles, and more.

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

JM: While there has been a mountain of research
done in the last 34 years indicating the journey for
B2B buyers is shifting, there has been very little talk
about selling differently in these changing times. The
way many sales professionals sell today is not much
different than the B2B selling heyday of the late
1990s/early 2000s. Why? Because too often sales
leaders don’t know what needs to change, don’t
have a model for a new approach or don’t know how
to equip their sales teams appropriately. At Mereo,
we have the honor of working with dozens of
organizations trying to embrace the new dynamic of
buyer and seller. The most successful of these
companies address sales enablement as an
operational discipline, rather than an independent
function of their gotomarket operations. They
employ crossfunctional resources to deliver
interdependent messaging, sales ready assets,
training and coaching to their sales channels in a way
that is synchronized with their client’s buying
journey.
JF: That’s a comprehensive definition! Let’s look
at the goals. What are the specific goals of
enablement apart from increasing revenue that
lead to sales performance?
JM: For most organizations, the macro objectives
are fairly straightforward: to grow profitable
revenues and increase quota attainment/revenue
delivered per sales professional, while lowering cost
of sale. While those are absolutely accurate, the
market leaders we serve benchmark sales
enablement success by the tenets that power
revenue performance – that is, metrics such as
elevating average deal size, enhancing the wallet
share captured from each client, accelerating the on
boarding window for new sales professionals and
shortening the sales cycle.
Beyond those traditional sales metrics, there are
some clear measurements of marketing’s impact in
sales enablement. For example, a recent CMO
Council study revealed sales professionals waste
two days per week creating their own messaging

and tools. It is no wonder that the inability to
communicate value messages to customers and
prospects is still the biggest inhibitor to sales
success.” Measuring marketing’s contribution to
sales enablement may be “softer”, but it is still a
fundamental gauge of success.
TS: Our CSO Insights 2015 Sales Enablement
Optimization Study shows that enablement is a
multifaceted discipline with a wide variety of goals
of similar importance. Increasing sales efficiency
was reported to be the most important goal (82%),
which is the equivalent to lowering the cost of sale,
as Jay mentioned. The second most important goal
was increasing revenue as both of you mentioned
(76%), and increasing new account acquisition
(69%). The list continues with performance goals
such as increasing the win rates, the reduction of
sales cycle length and increasing revenue in existing
clients. It’s important to understand that enablement
goals have two critical dependencies: context and
maturity. Context examples are, e.g. a growth path
versus defending a market position, disruptions, or
tech innovations. All have one in common: they
impact and change how buyers want to buy and
what’s valuable to them.
JF: The obvious question I have to ask: Where
does enablement belong in the organization? In
marketing or in sales?
TS: For years, in the absence of data, the question
has been “Is enablement in sales or marketing?” Now
we have to reframe the question to “where in sales is
enablement?” based on the data of our 2015 Sales
Enablement Optimization Study. More than three
quarters (78%) of all surveyed organizations placed
enablement within sales – executive sales
management (53%) or sales operations (25%). Only
7% indicated their enablement function to be in
marketing while another 15% said enablement
reports
to
various
functions
such
as
product/portfolio management, training, HR and
others. There is an interesting difference for large
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organizations, above $250b in revenues: Also here
more than three quarters (77%) report into sales, but
less to executive management (36%) and more to
sales operations (41%). And more of these large
organizations have their enablement function within
marketing (11%).
JM: As I mentioned earlier, we find that the top
performing organizations view sales enablement as a
crossfunctional discipline that engages resources
(budgets and people) primarily from sales, marketing,
solutions/products, services and training. That said,
the leadership for the sales enablement team most
often resides in sales, either reporting directly to the
senior sales executive or to one of his/her chief
lieutenants, in many cases sales operations. An
important attribute we are finding in many of our
clients is the importance sales enablement plays on
the radar of the CEO/General Manager. For our
most successful clients, when the CEO/General
Manager takes a keen interest in the significance of
sales enablement to their overall plan, revenue
growth naturally follows.
JF: Let’s switch to what enablement teams provide
for the sales force. A specific term that’s discussed
almost everywhere is the term “playbooks.” For
which purposes do I need a playbook, and how
does that look like today, in the age of technology?
JM: The backbone of sales enablement is a
consistent, welltuned sales process aligned with the
ideal buyer’s journey, as it provides a framework
from which the key outputs of a sales enablement
platform resonate. We see two key pillars of sales
enablement, underpinned by a critical cultural tenet.
The first pillar is a valuebased messaging
framework, which includes the ideal client profile,
the pains ideal clients are encountering, discovery
questions for igniting those pains and differentiated
messages that are not only unique and provable, but
also valuable to the audience. Ideally, these value
proposition fundamentals are encapsulated in an
interactive playbook that serves as a guide for sales

8
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to navigate the sales cycle with messaging that
supports each conversation. Ultimately, messaging
manifests itself in customerfacing, sales ready
assets, such as prospecting talk tracks, pencil pitches
and even proposal language and presentation
templates. Once the messaging – the content – is in
place, training sales to use the sales kit in context of
their sales process is next. The second pillar of sales
enablement – training – includes LOTS of roleplays
where applying the messaging and sales kit is
modeled and practiced. Which brings us to the
critical cultural tenet of sales enablement –
coaching. This is the most important facet in a sales
enablement program and is predicated on sales
managers intentionally learning the messaging, using
the tools themselves and then practicing with their
team, while providing relevant counsel.
TS: Amen, Jay! The term “playbook” is often as
confusing as “enablement.” Playbooks are one of many
content services, of course, an important one, mostly
used in complex environments. Playbooks are
interactive tools that guide salespeople along the
entire customer’s journey with the right value
messaging, content and sales tools, ideally tailored to
any specific buying situation, powered by technology.
A playbook is not a big book nobody will ever read. It’s
a digital tool that’s ideally created per opportunity,
depending on its stage, industry, buyer roles, business
challenge, etc. And that requires a solid content
management framework that’s designed along the
customer’s journey.
We asked the participants of our enablement study
to rank enablement services’ effectiveness. Playbooks
and other enablement services that have to be
designed with the customers at the core were
reported rather ineffective compared to “old
fashioned” product sheets or product training services.
While organizations made progress in aligning their
sales processes to the customer’s journey, there is
still a lot to do to translate this advantage into
effective “customercore” enablement services. And
that requires a mindset shift!

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

JF: Enablement cannot be discussed without
technology. What’s the state of the industry and
what are the trends?
TS: There are many enablement vendors out there,
and the market continues to grow. Years ago, you
saw lots of enablement point solutions; desktop
focused. And just a few years later, enablement
solutions are available on any device, mostly
integrated with CRM Systems. Furthermore,
enablement technology equips salespeople with
suggested content and training sessions right at their
fingertips, allows them to share content (also videos)
with prospects and clients, while customer
interactions and buyer behaviors are tracked in
parallel, as a foundation for often already integrated
coaching features. Furthermore, enablement
technology allows content creators (not only
marketing) to define and maintain content
management frameworks. An aspect that’s often
underestimated, but when organizations want to
provide tailored content to specific buying
scenarios, they have to have a content management
framework in place that’s defined along the
customer’s journey.
JM: How do your customers use technology, what
are the trends and challenges you see in the field?
JM: Tamara nailed it. It has evolved from point
solutions, to technology purposely used for sales
enablement and synchronized with the CRM system.
The most effective solutions deliver the messaging,
the sales enablement assets and even roleplay
training at the sales professional’s device – often a
tablet or iPad. We have partnered with a number of
vendors in this arena, and have seen our clients
develop proprietary solutions for it. The established,
proven solutions have delivered better results
almost every time.
JF: To create all these enablement services,
collaboration must be a big challenge and also an
important “enabler” for enablement. How does the
reality look like?

JM: The biggest obstacle to sales success,
according to sales managers, is the sales team’s
inability to communicate value messages, based on
CSO Insights research. For me, this means too many
organizations are not synchronized on the real
purpose of sales enablement— to equip the sales
channels to create more value in EVERY interaction
with a prospect/client. As I’ve already mentioned:
sales enablement is a crossfunctional discipline
that is rooted in an alignment between sales,
marketing, solutions/products, services and
training as the primary contributors. Alignment is
the key word here. When these, often disparate
teams are united by a common mission — to enable
the sales force to serve their audience first —
unleashed revenue performance is guaranteed to be
the result.
TS: The survey results on collaboration were as
surprising as the question where enablement
belongs in the organization. More than 80% of the
participants reported to collaborate on an informal
(42%) or an ad hoc basis (41%) which means that
they have no formal collaboration, collaboration
framework or model in place. Only 12 % of the
participants reported collaborating on a formal basis.
Interestingly, a snapshot on larger organizations
delivered the exact same results. In reality,
organizations allow themselves NOT to leverage a
huge potential for efficiency, which is a prerequisite
to achieving sales performance goals. From opinions
to data: there is a significant correlation between
collaboration and quota attainment. Between those
with an ad hoc and a formal collaboration approach,
there was a 21% difference in quota attainment.
Which sales leader can allow not to leverage such a
n
quota attainment potential?

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director with
CSO Insights, A Division of MHI Global.
Find out more here
Jay Mitchell is the President & Founder
at Mereo LLC. Find out more here
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How Game Changers Can Win The Sale
Having a good Sales
Process gives you space to
think and come up with
innovative ways of winning.
I call them Game Changers.

manufacturer who had bought a CRM system and
needed expert help implementing it, but they were up
against a big multinational competitor. The customer
wanted a oneday demonstration of a user case.
Our client suspected the competition would
develop a demo in the UK and show their German
colleagues how to present it. So they suggested
instead of a demo on consecutive days, both
companies go in the same day and complete a series
of tasks live. An approach that would give the
customer experience of working with our client and
expose the lack of knowledge in the competitors’
delivery team.

Changing the conversation

ere are the 10 best Game Changers I heard of
in 2015, though I would rather forget about
the last one!

H

An offer they couldn’t refuse
It’s tough to get prospects to grant you a first meeting
– unless you offer to save them a significant sum of
money and offer to demonstrate exactly how. This is
what our client, a supplier of network management
services, wrote to the CEO of a mobile telecom
operator.
As a result the prospect wrote an RFP – with lots
of input from our client – who went on to win a 5 year
contract worth €350 million.

What happens if you want to sell to a customer who
already has a supplier they are happy with? Change
the conversation. Our client, a producer of food and
beverages, went to a highend burger chain and
instead of offering better buns, or cheaper drinks they
suggested outsourcing the whole supply chain. They
took their head of Supply Chain Management to the
meeting with the customer to explain exactly how it
would work. In one meeting they moved from being
just another supplier to prospective partner.

Anticipating problems
Our client was pitching a merchant services solution
to a global customer, but the key decision makers
were US based where our client had a lower profile
than the competition, a potential problem. Our client
invited a couple of satisfied US customers to the
online presentation of their proposal  the problem
disappeared.

Think about what the competition will do and
outwit them

Help your contacts to sell to the CEO

Our client was targeting a German automotive

CEO’s of large banks don’t run their business by

12
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Phil Kreindler

sitting in vendor meetings. They have good people to
identify and recommend the best solution. So while
the competitors pushed for a meeting with the CEO
our client, a software supplier, gave their contacts
everything they needed  from a Deal One Pager to a
Business Case  to help them sell internally to the
CEO. That Game Changer won our client a €40
million deal.

Let your Coach shine
Our client was selling into a prospect, a large
insurance company. They quickly established
credibility with the person managing the evaluation
process and built up her trust by providing useful
suggestions about the requirements that she could
take to her boss. Which in turn increased her standing
with the boss. In due course she gave our client access
to key stakeholders in the Buying Centre. These
additional meetings were crucial in winning the deal.

Buying Centre with the wrong needs
Our client, a CRM vendor, could see the RFP from a
big telecoms company was written to favour a
competitor’s solution. By gaining the trust of the
Project Manager they were allowed to interview a
range of stakeholders beyond the official contacts. Of
course they used the interviews to develop needs
that were their strengths and simultaneously the
weaknesses of their competitors.
When they came to present their solution they
started by gaining consensus among the decision
makers that the needs of the wider stakeholder group
had to be met and went on to demonstrate a solution
that did just that. And won the business.

Demonstrate, don’t claim
Our client is a local law firm who found themselves up
against a global player. They knew the competitors’
proposal would be very slick and glossy. So they
decided to create a simple looking proposal, but

instead of writing about how great their work for
other people was and how good a job they would do
for them, they just did the first stage of the work and
showed the results in their presentation. A testdrive
was more effective than any number of claims.

Setting an impossible hurdle
We were pitching Infoteam to a new client against
one of the really big players in the field. They work for
many companies in each sector, we are happy to work
more selectively. We knew the competition had been
asked for an exclusivity clause in the past and had
asked for a prohibitive fee. So we offered an
exclusivity clause at no extra charge – a move which
sealed the deal.

The tables turned on us
Everything in a pitch was going well until the Project
Manager told me about a question in the Evaluation
Matrix “How would you rate your previous
experience of working with this organisation?” I
researched the Buying Centre and found several of
them had worked with our competitor before. We
were outmanoeuvred and the competitor won.
If you think you have the Sales Process under
control use an Opportunity Review to think about
creative ways to gain advantage, overcome obstacles
and come up with those Game Changers that win
pitches.

Ask yourself
l How do competitors with an inferior solution win

against you?
l How do you move the goal posts?
l Do you conduct brainstorming sessions to think
n
about Game Changers?

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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What Makes Some Sales Trainers
So Much More Effective than Others?
It’s not the content. Put
the same sales training
program in the hands of
two different facilitators,
and you may see vastly
different outcomes.
t’s not the time spent as a frontline seller. While
direct experience lends credibility and an ability to
empathize, a history of carrying a bag is no
guarantee a Sales Trainer can transfer personal
knowhow to others.
It’s not the amount of sales management
experience. While nice to have, neither the
experience of selling nor the experience of managing
adequately prepares one to effectively train others.
It’s not the amount of training experience. Sales
training requires a different skill set than other types
of training. Why? Mainly because no one else pays
the same price that a seller does to be in training.
Every single minute in the classroom is a minute lost
in reaching goals and earning commission. Others
lose time when attending training, but sellers lose
time and money.
It’s not the ability to amuse and entertain.

I
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There’s nothing wrong with having a good time in
training. But time out of the field needs to be more
than entertaining. The feelgood experience is
seldom enough to transform sales activities and
boost sales.
So what is it? What makes a Sales Trainer
effective? After hiring and training 100+ Sales
Trainers and working alongside hundreds more, here
are the differences I’ve observed between Sales
Trainers who impact top line revenue and those who
don’t. This applies to internal and external Sales
Trainers alike.
The factors listed above may help a Sales Trainer,
but none of them – not even all of them – ensures
success. Unfortunately, most Sales Trainers are hired
for some combination of these criteria when there are
three other considerations that matter much more.

The Focus of an Effective Sales Trainer
Steer clear of any Sales Trainer who isn’t focused on
driving sales productivity and increasing sales. You
want a Sales Trainer who designs and delivers
outcomebased training, a Sales Trainer who starts
with the end goal in mind and makes sure every
minute of training moves your sales team closer to
that goal.

Deb Calvert

Many Sales Trainers dodge training metrics. They
prefer to be measured by butts in seats and smile
sheets, mistakenly thinking that egoboosting ratings
will translate into sales results. What matters is what
sellers DO after training, not how they feel.
Some Sales Trainers focus on flawless facilitation,
bythebook delivery of a canned training program.
They don’t customize to meet audience needs or to
offer relevant examples and relatable skills practices.
Even the very best programs don’t stand alone. (If
they did, sellers could read the book instead of
attending a workshop.) Trainers are responsible for
knowledge transfer that spurs behavior change and
yields improved results. That’s a whole different
focus than flawless facilitation.
Effective Sales Trainers have a singleminded
focus on improving your sales results. Everything else
they do is a means to that end, not an end in itself.

stay current on new sales methodologies, buyer
behaviors, and economic and societal shifts. They
adjust to meet the needs of training participants and
develop themselves constantly so they can do so.

The Traits of an Effective Sales Trainer
Getting and keeping the attention of sellers requires
finesse. But it’s not about entertaining them. It’s
about engaging them and moving them out of their
comfort zone. It’s about personalizing the learning so
each and every participant recognizes a need to
stretch and willingly does so.
These traits supersede most other criteria. I’ve
seen many brand new trainers with no sales
experience make an impact. What they have going
for them is:
l They are empathic listeners, genuinely connecting

The Investment in becoming an Effective
Sales Trainer
The sales industry is polluted with a lot of former
sellers and sales managers who became trainers.
(Note: many of them couldn’t hack the grind of selling
and were never very good at it.) They don’t seek any
training in how to be a trainer. They haven’t got a
clue about adult learning principles or instructional
design. They like to talk, and they mistakenly believe
that telling people how to do things is the same as
training.
Many of these posers resist professional
development opportunities. Most resist emerging
sales research and techniques, content to keep
“training” with whatever program they learned once
upon a time. They are out of touch and may do more
harm than good. They cling to platitudes like “Always
Be Closing” and tell stories from the trenches that are
embarrassingly outdated. They’ll tell you that sales is
sales, that it never changes, and that what worked
decades ago still works today.
Effective Sales Trainers take pride in their
profession. They study the science of learning. They

with sellers early on in a workshop
l They are curious and love to learn, drawing others
l
l

l
l

out with authentic questions
They are collaborative and teamfocused, crafting
training solutions to drive the desired results
They are resilient and nimble, not easily
discouraged as they strive to engage every
participant
They are motivated by helping others, measuring
their own success by the success of others
They are influential, able to inspire others and
compel change without relying on authority

For additional competencies and behaviors exhibited
by highly effective Sales Trainers, you can access the
People First Productivity Solutions Competency
Model here.
If you’re looking for an internal or external Sales
Trainer, prioritize these three criteria. That’s how
you’ll land a Sales Trainer who truly makes a
n
meaningful difference you can take to the bank.

Deb Calvert is President of People First
Productivity Solutions. Find out more here
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How Can Marketing And Sales
Best Work Together To Enable Sales Success?
Whether you’re in sales or
marketing, alignment
between these two crucial
functions will be something
that you’ve no doubt
struggled with. It doesn’t have to be this
way.
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fter all, the number one priority for both is
the same – to build stronger, more profitable
relationships with customers and prospects.
As a Chief Marketing Officer, part of my job is to
make sure that the alignment between Sales and
Marketing is as strong as possible, so I wanted to
share some of my experience with you.
Sales and marketing success comes down to
driving revenue, which can only really be achieved
when the two functions are aligned: a recent
research study by Forbes showed that 74% of top
reporting companies showed strong marketing and
sales alignment, whereas 84% of businesses missing

A

Vicki Godfrey

their sales target reported weaker relationships. I
know from experience just how important it is for
sales leaders to work closely with their CMOs to
establish and prioritize shared objectives. A large
part of my role, and that of my team, is to help make
salespeople's time with customers and prospects
more valuable, so both teams need to understand
and agree on what is needed to help sales campaigns
progress: one way we do this at Avention, for
instance, is by involving the sales leaders in the
development of the marketing plan.
While it is traditionally the sales teams who
interact directly with customers and prospects, I
believe it is also important for marketing to play a
role in this part of the process. Marketers cannot
support sales if they do not know the industries they
are selling into. So ask yourself, when was the last
time a member of your marketing team joined one of
your sales calls to get a sense of what is going on in
the market? Where possible, sales should include
marketing in customer interactions so that the
marketers can establish what sort of content is
considered helpful. By having an external view,
marketing will be able to ensure that the content
they produce is aligned to your buyers’ needs, which
in turn, will drive sales. Similarly, once content has
been created, it is helpful to hold live or virtual
training sessions for the sales teams to make sure
that they really understand the campaign or content,
as this will enable them to have more productive
conversations with prospective customers.
Forrester research has revealed that executive
buyers report that only one in 10 sales
conversations is effective – a statistic I think we can
all agree is shockingly low. I certainly know from my
discussions with executives that they are looking for
higher quality conversations, which marketing can
deliver through valueadded content. The sales team
should offer feedback on the insights they get from
their conversations so that marketing can create
campaigns and content that directly address the
problems customers are facing and how their
solution or service can solve them. For example,

upon learning that case studies related to cost
savings and return on investment are most likely to
win over a prospective Chief Financial Officer (CFO),
the content creators can weave in supporting data
points and personalized industry messaging into all
campaign marketing assets.
Sales and marketing need to use metrics and KPIs
that measure both business results and alignment.
Both quantifiable and qualitative data should be
used to demonstrate the progress of a marketing
team in terms of sales growth: for example, there
needs to be a focus on lead conversion metrics, not
just lead generation. CMOs need to focus on
improving overall performance at the point of
conversion and, by using data, they can clearly see
what’s working and what isn’t in order to adjust
strategies and tactics quickly. Winloss data is key to
informing budget and to ensure that spending is
being allocated effectively. For instance, it is
generally agreed that investment in marketing
content can, and often does, improve sales
productivity, but companies need to be sure that
they are investing in the right content in order to see
a return.
Understanding what moves a prospect through
the sales process to completion is critical to sales
conversion, and marketing can play a critical role in
supporting this conversion. Alignment between
sales and marketing can be achieved in many ways,
but the best piece of advice I can give to sales
leaders as a CMO is to recognize marketing as your
partner and let us be part of your process so that we
can best support your team’s business goals.
For more tips on how marketing and sales can
best work together, please click here to listen to the
webinar “How Marketing Can Enable Sales
Success: A CMO Roundtable,” which was hosted by
Avention in conjunction with Brainshark and
n
HodgesMace.

Vicki Godfrey is Chief Marketing Officer
at Avention. Find out more here
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Uh-Oh.
Demo Days Are Here Again
Robust demos are back in
full swing abounding in
many enterprise sales
opportunities. What's
wrong with that? Plenty.
n working with sales organizations all around the
world I am seeing an uncanny sales practice when
left unfettered will negatively impact many active
sales opportunities and portend inaccurate forecasts
and weak pipelines.
It's the great and haloed product demonstration.
"Demos" we all call them. The big Dog 'n Pony
Show. You know what I mean  that sales call event
when the Sales Engineer (SE) gets trotted out for the
online or facetoface meeting to conduct the deep
dive demonstration of the product offering. Often
no Feature or Function is spared from the proud
showcasing of all conceivable nooks and crannies
and elements that make up our very cool products
and services.
We almost can't help ourselves. But we have to,

I
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out of necessity for better sales cycle management
and organizational sales effectiveness.

Demo Dysfunction
Our actual demo may be fine, even beautiful. But the
dysfunction runs deep. Have you ever see the
following sequence of events?:
l A Business Development Rep (BDR) finds a lead
l The lead is qualified and passed to an Inside or
l
l
l
l
l
l

Outside Sales Rep
The Sales Rep has an discovery conversation,
confirming qualification and a viable Opportunity
The Sales Rep (or even BDR) sets up a Demo
The Rep or the SE conducts a 1hour scheduled
Demonstration with "Bob" the prospect
All goes well according to the Sales Rep, who
follows up with a quote or proposal
This Opportunity goes on the Sales Rep's
Forecast for the month or quarter
The Opportunity never closes.

Michael Griego

The Sales Rep may keep trying. May even do
another demo or two(!) with "Mary" the prospect's
boss or other key stakeholder who couldn't make it
to the first demo. Still the deal stalls. Eventually Sales
Management gets tired of seeing it on the forecast
report. Often after months, quarters, (I've seen
years) the Opportunity gets Closed/Lost status or
put back into Nurture mode.
Talk about messing up your Marketing/Sales
metrics.

Recalibrating the Sales Process
The problem is subtle but infinitely fixable. It's a sales
process issue involving timing, a critical
tool/activity and a possible erroneous assumption.
First, the potentially false assumption. There's
often a general assumption that the customer needs
to see a 1hour formal demonstration of the product
in order to make a buying decision. Ask yourself:
have we ever closed a deal without a big demo? By
the way, this is not to be confused with a Proof of
Concept (POC) or Trial or formal Evaluation in more
complex enterprise sales situations. But many
Opportunities can be more effectively managed with
a brief Qualifying Demo or what I refer to often as a
QuickLookSee Demo. Discernment here can save
time, money, and your SE team's sanity.
The timing issue centers on when these brief
Qualifying Demos will be conducted and who will
drive them. And that is intimately tied to the
tool/activity and how these brief demos get done.

The 90Second, 5Minute, or 15Minute
Demo
More and more companies now have brief video
clips on the product/solutions pages of their web
sites that show product screen shots, application
usecase highlights, customer testimonials, product
feature/function summaries, etc. These serve a
positive purpose of showcasing the offering in a
quick and effective way. Of course, some of these

are done better than others. Some are too long  3
minute videos are pushing the maximum in many
cases. (90 seconds is just about right.) Some are
mundane and poorly produced. Some are passable
as a 'quick n' dirty' product intro overview. The idea
is a quick Show and Tell of the offering  either self
served by the prospect, or proactively offered up via
Marketing, the BDR or Sales Rep at the initial
contact phase.
Other companies train their Sales Reps to
conduct 5 to 15 minute product demonstrations
themselves via online conferencing tools. These are
done as part of the initial Qualification/Discovery
stage conversations and certainly prior to a the
Solution Development or larger Demonstration
stage. The point here is to make this a part of the
qualification filter as well as get your exciting
product seen quickly, albeit in quick and small bites.
And yes, all sales reps should be able to conduct a
highlight overview demo of your product offering.

Great Demos are Purposeful
Demos will never go out of style. They can only be
done too often, too soon, and too poorly. Done
right, the full blown demonstration is conducted
after a qualified and thoroughly discovered
Opportunity is ready for the next clearly defined
stage of an overall clearly defined sales process.
With welldone brief and early product showcasing,
the SE (or Rep) is ready to highlight custom key
feature/functions,
user
interface
benefits,
appropriate use case application, integration ease
and implementation process.
So, demos are good. Just be careful. Good and
appropriate demos give your sales team a chance to
shorten sales cycles, build early excitement over
your offering, and drive better sponsorship, support,
and attention of key prospect stakeholders.
Are you managing your demos appropriately? n

Michael Griego is the President/Founder of
MXL Partners. Find out more here
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Emotional Intelligence For
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President, Sales Leadership, Inc.
Dave Stein, Author of Beyond the
Sales Process
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Tuesday, February 23
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The Barefoot Spirit:
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Michael Houlihan, Co-Author,
The Barefoot Spirit, Co-Founder,
Barefoot Wines
Bonnie Harvey, Co-Author,
The Barefoot Spirit, Co-Founder,
Barefoot Wines

Thursday, April 28

Building Brand Recognition
and Why It Matters
Kathleen Bonetti, Vice President,
Marketing, LeveragePoint Media/Rx
EDGE Pharmacy Networks

Dave Stein Sales Executive
Series
Wednesday, March 2

The Current State of Social
Selling: Hype Versus Reality
Barbara Giamanco, Author,
Consultant, Thought Leader
Dave Stein, Author of Beyond the
Sales Process
Jonathan Farrington, Sr. Partner,
Jonathan Farrington & Associates,
CEO, Top Sales World and the
Editor of Top Sales Magazine

Dave Stein Sales Executive
Series
Thursday, March 3

Calling on Executives:
The Secrets They Won't Tell
Your Salespeople
David Yesford, SVP, Global
Marketing & Support, Wilson
Learning
Michael Leimbach, Ph.D., VP,
Global Research & Development,
Wilson Learning

Tuesday, March 22

The Current State of Social
Selling: Hype Versus Reality
Barbara Giamanco, Author,
Consultant, Thought Leader
Dave Stein, Author of Beyond the
Sales Process
Jonathan Farrington, Sr. Partner,
Jonathan Farrington & Associates,
CEO, Top Sales World and the
Editor of Top Sales Magazine

SMMConnect Complimentary Webinars
10AM Pacific / 1PM Eastern Approx 1 hr
For full details please visit HERE

The Dialogue
That Rarely Happens
In any organization,
influence is bestowed as
well as earned. It requires
relevant expertise and
results, but also being
recognized by others as adding value.
Sales managers are no exception to the
rule.
n many firms, Sales is still treated as a mysterious
black box—essential for meeting quarterly
revenue targets, but hermetically sealed off from
other functions as a tactical tool that’s rarely part of
strategy formulation. Moreover, many Sales leaders
like it that way. But those days are passing. Consider
what’s happening between Finance and Sales.
In the past two decades in U.S. companies, the
number of executives reporting to the CEO has
doubled, largely driven by more functional
specialists (CIO, CMO, etc.), not general managers
responsible for integrating activities across
functions. Business requires more specialist
knowledge. Simultaneously, Fortune500 and S&P
500 companies with COOs have decreased to about
35%. COOs once outnumbered CFOs in those firms,
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but the proportions have flipped.
Finance now plays a prominent role in strategic
planning and in evaluating sales’ execution of
strategy. A function called Financial Planning and
Analysis (FP&A) evaluates sales effectiveness in
companies ranging from Dunkin Brands Group to
internet domain seller GoDaddy. At Dunkin, 36
people work on FP&A projects involving customer
acquisition and retention, and the CFO (who ran
FP&A before becoming CFO) notes that “We stick
our hands in absolutely everything”; at GoDaddy,
FP&A focuses on analyzing performance metrics
and reallocating marketing and sales spending. The
function is growing. The Association for Financial
Professionals offers credentialing programs in FP&A
and thousands have enrolled. Similarly, the
burgeoning number of Sales Operations groups—
charged with applying analytics to sales processes
and selling expensesare often staffed by people
with Finance backgrounds.
How well prepared are Sales leaders for this
increased scrutiny? In my experience, most
understand the funnel activities that currently drive
the topline in their company. But they rarely
understand other financial components of selling
beyond sales volume. For example:
Efficiency (doing things right) versus Effectiveness
(doing the right things). Depending upon a firm’s
strategy, some sales forces require costefficiency
measures while others require effectiveness
metrics. A simple expensetorevenue ratio, for

Frank V. Cespedes

instance, can shed light on the relative cost
efficiency of the current sales process but not its
cost effectiveness, which is a more complex
relationship between selling expenses, revenues,
margins, and customers acquired through one or
another means of organizing sales efforts.
Price versus CosttoServe. Profit is the difference
between the price customers pay and the seller’s
cost to serve customers, which can vary
dramatically. Some customers require more sales
calls; some buy in large, productionefficient order
quantities, while others may buy more in total
volume but with many justintime orders;
customers differ in their product customization and
postsale service requirements. Most sales
compensation plans (about 70%, according to
surveys) bonus reps solely on volume, so the
message is that any customer is a good customer.
But differences in costtoserve are important to
understand and manage if, like Finance, you take
seriously the notion of positive returns on invested
capital. When Sales leaders ignore this and simply
chase volume, their people are typically driven by
competing price proposals, resources are not
allocated optimally, and the firm is ultimately at the
mercy of competitors who can manage their true
costs.
Conversely, while Finance rightly demands value
creation plans from Sales leaders, many in Finance
are often unaware how sales decisions affect
enterprise value. Hence, many FP&A professionals
are perceived as “financial bureaucrats” who only
focus on missed budget projections. There are
basically four ways to create value for shareholders
and daily sales activities are crucial to each:
Invest in projects that earn more than their cost of
capital. Most projects are driven by revenueseeking
activities with customers. Hence, customer selection
criteria and sales call patterns materially impact
which projects the firm invests in and its capital
expenditures.

Increase profits from existing capital investments.
Here, key determinants are the interactions that
ensue once a sale has been made and that accrete
costs, time, and asset utilization patterns in the firm.
Reduce assets devoted to activities that earn less
than their cost of capital. This requires
understanding costtoserve different customer
groups and how performance metrics affect selling
behaviors and deals closed.
Reduce the firm’s cost of capital. Financing needs
are mainly driven by the cash on hand and the
working capital required for conducting and growing
the business. Most often, the biggest driver of cash
out and cashin is the selling cycle. Accounts
payables are accumulated during selling, and
accounts receivables are largely determined by
what’s sold, how fast, and at what price. That’s why
increasing close rates and accelerating selling cycles
is a strategic and financial issue, not only a sales task.
How well prepared are Finance leaders for this
scrutiny? How many understand how compensation
plans, territory design, metrics, and other factors
affect selling? Without that understanding,
reallocating Sales spending becomes either an
academic exercise or an unwitting impediment to
the use of assets that do remain essential to
profitable selling.
Changes in companies are altering what it means
to be seen as an effective Sales leader. It requires
more informed dialogue with Finance, because there
is no such thing as effective selling if it’s not
connected to business goals and value creation. In
turn, effective leaders can transform Sales into what
it should always be: a core agent of strategy, not
n
only a vehicle for a given selling methodology.

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author of Aligning Strategy
and Sales (Harvard Business Review Press).
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3 Internal Conversations
That Will Stop Your Sales Efforts
With the new year upon us,
you need to have a plan for
how you’re going to grow
your business. How will you
get more clients? Where do
you find the best prospects?
hile goal setting is a good thing, another
area worth examining is your approach to
sales situations. Sometimes you tell
yourself things—have internal conversations—that
can stop new sales endeavors. Here’s a look at three
conversations that can stop a sale in its tracks.

W

Conversation 1: They Are Not Qualified
If your marketing plans work well, you get plenty of
incoming referrals and requests. The problem is you
don’t have all day to talk to folks who aren’t going to
buy. So, qualification is a top priority.
The downside to all of those “ideal client”
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benchmarks we use to qualify buyers is that we
take what buyers tell us at face value. Also, people
really don’t know what they want until they see
what’s possible. This is why it’s easy to miss the
prospects that are just one conversation away from
being a good fit.
Example: Even though I stopped dialing for
dollars back in 1998, I still get requests from folks
(usually new authors) to be their speaker agent. I
used to either ignore those requests or send a terse
“I don’t do that anymore” message. My response
shut down any further contact, which is exactly what
I wanted.
Recently, I experimented by adding a story about
the impact of my work. When someone reached out
about needing help selling their speaking, I would
say, “Sorry, I’m not an agent anymore. Here’s why I
gave it up….” and tell a very short story about how
one of my clients generated over $500,000 in the
first year by implementing my market strategy. Lo
and behold, some folks were interested in that
outcome.

Vickie K. Sullivan

Conversation 3: Dang, They Are Stupid

Conversation 2: They Are Not Interested
This happens all the time: You have a great
conversation with a buyer who promises to get back
to you. That date comes and goes with no response.
You follow up a couple of times to no avail. After a
while, any attempts just seem awkward.
The first thing you think when that happens is
the buyer is no longer interested. While there is
some logic to the “well, if they were interested they
would respond” argument, we make assumptions
about the reason why. And many times those stories
are wrong.
Example: A consultant and I connected from the
very beginning. Our conversations were not only
insightful, but they were really fun. I could already
imagine having a blast with this guy. He asked me to
send over the invoice and contract to get started
immediately—and then nothing. I followed up a
couple of times. Still no response.
At first, I thought he died in a fiery car crash.
Then I figured he chose someone else. So, instead of
going away, I picked up the phone and left him a
message. I said something like this: “Hey, good to
hear your voice. I thought we were moving forward,
but I haven’t heard from you. Hope everything is
OK. Reach out, and let me know you’re still
breathing. Otherwise, I’ll assume something bad
happened and alert the authorities.” Yes, he knew I
was joking, but he also got the point. It turned out he
had a family emergency. We’ll work together when
the smoke clears.

Let’s be brutally honest here. How many times has a
buyer explained his or her decision, and you knew it
was a recipe for disaster? They chose to go with the
lowestfee vendor or, even worse, thought they
could handle the project internally.
In my earlier years, I had many conversations
with myself about the choices people made. (The
word “idiot” was prominently used.) I would write
the buyer off, vowing to not fix the problem they
just made worse. Any rapport I had with that
prospect was left behind.
Nowadays, my internal conversation has
mellowed with age. I realize folks do the best they
can given what they believe, that many people need
to learn lessons by experience, and that fear and
selfdoubt eat ROI for lunch.
Example: A B2B business owner needed
branding work and knew I could help him. His staff
threatened mutiny if he didn’t let them do it, so he
relented. I told him I completely understood his
approach and praised him for having such a
dedicated and passionate staff. I asked if I should
reach out to check on his progress. His response:
“Yeah, you better. I have a feeling this may not work,
but I have to give them the chance to try.” If I had
judged his decision, I would have lost a buyer who is
sincerely interested in working with me at some
point.

Approach Is Everything
Regardless of your goals and plans, the
conversations you have with yourself drive your
implementation. The less you assume (and judge),
the more possibilities you open up. I hope 2016 is
n
your best year yet!

Vickie K. Sullivan is Principal at
Sullivan and Associates. Find out more here
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Sales Enablement

Guide Reps to Results
Visit www.showpad.com to start your free trial

Marketing content
in sales context
Prospect engagement
simplified
Content and sale tactics
optimised

100,000+ Sales Reps at 800+ Companies empowering every sales conversation.

Best Practices Leaving You Second Best?

The problem with basing your messaging and selling on so-called “best practices” is simple:
Those practices change. What stays the same, buyer to buyer, sale to sale, are the hidden
forces in the brain that shape how buyers frame value and make decisions. So why not base
your customer conversations on them?

Don’t allow the latest selling fads and trends to hold your approach hostage.
In our eBook, discover why messaging and selling with the decision-making sciences is, well,
a no-brainer! http://cvi.to/sellwithscience

www.corporatevisions.com

shore, you don’t simply start moving. You need to
know where you are and where you’re pointed. Use
some of the New Year downtime to look back
through the data of 2015.
Ask what worked and what didn’t. Where were
there gaps, bad conversions, or poor wins? Be
brutally frank with yourself about what products,
teams, messages, and programs sold and why. This is
the moment to catalog the challenges and determine
where you’d like to be at the same time next year.

Step 2: Set Your Goals and MiniGoals

Your 7-Step Recipe
for 2016 Sales Success
Your sales team has the
power to reshape your
business and determine its
success. When I say team, I
mean the collective unit.
Because while your top reps consistently
out-perform, what sets your company
apart is when your ‘core performers’
consistently hit or exceed their targets.
o, this sales enablement recipe for success
focuses on making your top performers’
success something catchy that your middle
team members replicate it. Let’s start!

S

Step 1: Where Am I?
If you’re on a boat in heavy rains trying to get to
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You’ve found your point on the map — where you are
today. Now, you have to set the targets for where
you want to be. Of course you have a number that
you and your executive board targeted, but you need
to go beyond that.
Fine military strategy laid down by a general
behind the lines breaks down if it can’t be executed
and improvised on by leaders on the ground. Good
leaders know the value of communicating clear,
achievable, but bold goals to their team. People you
want to work with want to do something great, so be
aggressive in your targets.
Break the global goal into its constituent parts and
be clear to the team about what the expectations are.
If you feel confident in the plan you set based on the
items below, then be confident in your team. Inspire,
coach, and motivate them to hit these big goals.

Step 3: Measure What Matters
It’s not enough to set a lofty goal that can’t be
tracked. A goal without measurements is hope. You’ll
never know if you hit it, and your team won’t know
where to apply more effort. So, assess what
characterizes the goal — sure, it’s probably bookings
or revenue. But what comes next matters.
Just like you broke the goals into constituent parts
(‘take that hill!’), you need to break measurements
down into leading indicators. This may mean working
with marketing or ops to measure indicators like lead

Peter Mollins

flow, deal flow, deal age, or others.
Understand or have your analysts understand
what measurements are truly correlated to success.
Watch those numbers closely. And make sure your
team can see those numbers. Your lieutenants need
to see where they are weak and where they can
contribute. Look to dashboards that your team can
access.

Step 4: Process the Process
Onesizefitsall processes are not going to work.
When you look back over your 2015 you’ll start to
see patterns. You’ve probably spotted them
throughout the year or sensed that a common theme
kept happening in, say, the middle of the funnel when
deals stall.
Look back at the problem areas and successes
you identified. What was shared across these
events? Was there a particular pitch that won?
Process is about finding a path that works and
codifying that best practice across your team.
Process doesn’t mean that it will work every time. It
does put you in the best position to succeed.
If we come back to the sales enablement need to
make sure that your core performers succeed, these
are the players that are most responsive to process.
Don’t try to stifle your top performers, but do learn
what in their process is repeatable and how to copy it.

Step 5: The Right People in the Right Seats
In any team there will be 10% that always hit their
quota, 60% that will sometimes hit and sometimes
miss, and 30% that are just going to consistently
miss it. Don’t be afraid of changing the team and
team mix.
By team mix I mean the composition of the team.
I’ve met many sales people who became outstanding
account managers but were not great in a new
business role. Before you cut, understand if you
have other holes that your people might be better
fits for. You can’t let a “C” player take down the

team, but you need to support the team and
sometimes that’s through a new role.

Step 6: Invest in Your People
There’s a reason sports teams practice and practice
the same motions. Because your core performers will
be alone on a call with a prospect. And that prospect
is going to give a subtle tell about the value they are
looking for. Your team needs to be ready to act.
That immediate response — the reflexive action —
can be taught. But it needs to be taught and
reinforced through mentoring and coaching. So,
training and tools that support justintime training
need to be a critical focus. Ensure that your team has
the muscle memory to act effectively in highly fluid
situations.

Step 7: Operationalize It
Now you have to put your changes into place. Some
of that can be through people and some through
tools. There is a wave of sales and marketing
technologies that can support and reinforce what
you’re doing above. Look back at each element and
see what actions or tools you already have or can
bring on board to simplify the process.
For goals and measurement, are you
communicating performance to your team effectively
or do you need dashboard tools? Do you need to
have a weekly review of leading indicators on your
staff call?
For process and training, do you have a way to
surface decision support to your team? Do you need
to formalize a mentorship program? Do you need to
look at outside recommendations for your process?
Do you need a way to consistently communicate
value to prospects?
Let’s make 2016 the year your whole team hits
n
the goal shall we?

Peter Mollins is VP of Marketing at
KnowledgeTree. Find out more here
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Europe's Lead
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known names, though
leaders and industry
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edge advice and
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to equip Sales Directo
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improve sales
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To find out more
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Deb Calvert
Transcending the Transaction:
Are You Enabling or Disabling
Customer Connections?
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11:0511:35
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The Future of Sales is Customer
Driven

11:4012:10
Joanne Black
Stop Cold Calling: Get the
OneCall Referral Meeting

11:4012:10
Jonathan Farrington
The Top 5% Sales Achievers 
Their Secrets Revealed

12:1512:45
Barb Giamanco
Social Selling to the CSuite

12:1512:45
Dr Tony Alessandra
How to Read a Customer Like a
Book

12:5013:20
Jim Cathcart
`Increase Your Success Velocity™

12:5013:20
Jason Jordan
Sales Management and CRM:
A Match Made in Heaven or Hell?

13:2513:55
Bernadette McClelland
Conscious Selling And The Art of
Commercial Conversations

13:2513:55
Colleen Francis
Nonstop Sales Boom: Putting an
End to BoomandBust Sales Cycles
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Christian Maurer
The terms B2B and B2C have
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14:0014:30
Tony Hughes
The Great Sales Disruption And
What To Do About It

To find out more about Top Sales World please visit here
For sponsorship opportunities, please email: jf@topsalesworld.com

A Christmas Day Coffee Fail,
and What it Says About Sales Performance
When my three-day new Keurig coffee machine – the epitome of the latest
and greatest home-brew technology – went down on Christmas morning, I
knew I had to act fast. So I dug out my 20-year-old Mr. Coffee maker, dusted
it off, plugged it in, and found that it worked like a charm. Christmas saved.
couldn’t help but see the parallel between this
mishap and what’s going on in sales today. How
often are you listening to and looking at the latest
and greatest sales technology and tools, believing
these to be the answer to your growth challenges?
But is it possible that the real answer may have
more to do with classic training challenges and
requirements?
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“Saying” vs. “Doing”
In a recent market survey, my company gave more
than 430 respondents a simple proposition: Out of
two possible choices, select which selling activity or
tool has the most impact on moving a prospect to
action and closing profitable deals.
For each item, respondents could choose

Tim Riesterer

between “saying” activities (for instance, “sharing
market insights”) and “doing” activities (such as “top
notch ROI tools”).
I’ve provided a percentage breakdown for each
item:
l Gamification Tools (14 percent)
l Sharing market insights (86 percent)

l 34 percent of respondents say no one is
responsible for coaching and certifying that
salespeople are proficient in delivering their
company’s value messages.

l RFP response tools (7 percent)
l Linking your prospect’s business initiatives

l Only 9 percent of companies regularly expect

to your business value (93 percent)

their salespeople to record themselves delivering
value messages, so they can be reviewed, coached
and certified by subject matter experts.

l Topnotch ROI tools (32 percent)
l Sharing a distinct point of view (68 percent)
l CRM systems (18 percent)
l Contrasting a prospect’s status

salespeople to practice their messaging using
either standanddeliver or roleplay scenarios.
The rest have no expectation that salespeople
will actually demonstrate proficiency with the
story.

“

This lack of rigor around practicing
and improving value messages has
These
quo with a change scenario
consequences. And it could begin to
responses
reveal
(82 percent)
explain
why
salespeople
are
performing
at
only
70
percent
of
their
that, in terms of
l Contract applications (6 percent)
capacity in the most critical buying
perceived
impact
l Understanding key metrics
conversations, according to a skills
executive decisionmakers use to
on positive selling selfassessment conducted recently
run their business (94 percent)
by my company.
outcomes, what to
Which brings me back to my
l Email automation tools
Christmas Day coffee machine fiasco.
say and how to
(11 percent)
There sure are a lot of shiny new toys
say it is more
l Managing the tension in your sales
out there, and in the sales world,
negotiations to help secure more
many of them really do play a crucial
important than
value (89 percent)
role in helping reps structure
what to do and
opportunities and move deals
These responses reveal that, in terms
forward. But stateoftheart tools
how to do it.
of perceived impact on positive selling
and process technology will only do
outcomes, what to say and how to say
so much for your customer
it is more important than what to do and how to do it.
conversations. To actually realize ambitious growth
But are companies actually following up with a
goals, companies need to stay focused on what
rigorous program for making sure their team is
matters most in terms of positive selling outcomes—
articulating value in the field, every time?
articulating value in front of prospects and
n
Another recent Corporate Visions market survey
customers.
suggests not. Here’s the evidence:

”

l Only 41 percent of companies ask their

Tim Riesterer is chief strategy and marketing
officer, Corporate Visions. Find out more here
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The Opportunity
before the Opportunity
If you want to engage your
customer, you have to earn
the right.

f you’re in B2B sales, I don’t have to tell you that
buying has changed dramatically since the “Great
Recession.” Sales professionals and account
managers are now competing for business in an
environment with unprecedented challenges.
Buyers have all the power. Procurement calls the
shots. The tips, tricks, and techniques you acquired
in sales training and learned to rely on aren’t nearly
as effective as they once were and in many cases no
longer apply at all.
I could launch into excruciating detail about how

I
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it all happened, but you’ve lived it, so I’ll spare you
the lesson in recent history. Instead, let’s look at
where we are right now, because it’s pretty
straightforward: Buying has changed. Selling has
failed to keep up.
So what can a B2B salesperson do?
Steve Andersen, founder of Performance
Methods, Inc. and my coauthor on Beyond the Sales
Process: 12 Proven Strategies for a CustomerDriven
World, says, "In my line of work, I talk to customers
every day and they share some fascinating insights
with me. Across the board, from industry to industry,
at every level from middle management to the C
suite, they tell me that they are tired of being
processed, manipulated, and coerced into buying
decisions. They crave authenticity from their
suppliers, and they value supplier relationships that

Dave Stein

are based on transparency, competence, credibility,
and trust. And, they’ll pay more for those qualities,
even in today’s difficult selling environment.”
This is not so different than it’s ever been, but in
many cases, today’s salespeople have been
convinced that buyerseller relationships no longer
matter. And customers can sense that. How do they
know? They know because the majority of suppliers
only show up when their customer announces an
intention to buy. Until there’s an RFP, most suppliers
are MIA.
This handsoffexceptwhenit’stimetobuy
approach not only distances you from your
customer when they need you the most, but it also
puts you at a great disadvantage just when you need
the competitive edge. Steve puts it this way: “If you
haven’t been asked for your insights in advance of a
formal request being issued, and your input is
nowhere to be found when you read it, it’s probably
because a competitor got there first.”
That’s all well and good, you may be thinking, but
how am I supposed to “get there” before the
customer is looking to buy anything? That’s a valid
question, and it’s one that Steve and I have posed in
one form or another when we’ve interviewed some
of the world’s most successful salespeople and
account managers. The good news is, there are
indeed best practices (not tips, tricks, and
techniques), and they are consistent and highly
effective—but an investment of time, energy, and
effort is required on your part, and not just when
your customer is buying, but before and after the
sale, as well. You’re going to have to up your game,
and the best time to get started is when there is no
opportunity on the horizon.
In the vast majority of buyer/seller relationships,
your customer spends less than two percent of their
total time actually buying something from you.
Therefore, engaging with a customer in the pre
opportunity phase, before they’re buying, offers
some distinct advantages. For instance, when
there’s no opportunity on the table, it’s likely that
your competitors are focused elsewhere, so you

won’t be one of a chorus of voices clamoring for the
customer’s attention. This is also a time when your
customer is feeling considerably less urgency to
make a decision, because they’re not under the
crunch of a deadline, restricted by specific
requirements, or juggling the requests and needs of
their colleagues and senior executives.
Before you consider initiating any kind of
conversation, you have to earn the right: become a
student of your customer. This requires research,
the kind of homework that can’t be accomplished
when there’s a deal on the table, because at the
speed business operates today, you simply won’t
have the time. There’s a great deal to learn—
consider your customer’s culture, their partners,
their industry, their people, their pressures, their
objectives, and their challenges, and you’re just
getting started. What do they care about? What’s
impacting their world?
With a wideranging preliminary understanding
of your customer, you earn the credibility to open a
discussion about what’s important to them, what’s
possible for their future, and what their success
looks like. And through those discussions, you will
earn the trust you need to elevate the conversation
to a level that that few if any of your competitors
can. When it’s clear that you understand what your
customer cares about, especially when they’re not
looking to buy and you’re not trying to sell, your
authenticity will set you apart and strengthen the
relationships you are building.
Business has changed, and as sales professionals,
we have to keep up or fall hopelessly behind. In
today’s customerdriven world, reaching the next
level of success can only be achieved through a
change of mindset, a change of attitude, and a
change of heart regarding how sellers and buyers do
business together. Earning the right to engage with
n
your customer is the best place to start.

Dave Stein is an internationally recognized
author, sales consultant, and sales strategist.
Find out more here
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Why Companies Must Teach
Their Salespeople to Sell Value
Those of us in the space who write a lot tend to write about what’s current,
what we care about, where we see things trending, and what we specialize
in. Those topics aren’t always the same as what you need to be reading.
t’s the same with most of the companies that we
help. They often call or write asking for help with
things like, prospecting, closing, social selling,
consultative selling or messaging. When I begin
talking with people from the company, and certainly,
after training begins, one fact always seems to
emerge. The one thing every company seems to be
seeking, but unable to articulate, is that they must
get a lot better at selling value.
There are at least six ways in which companies
routinely fumble their attempts to shift to a value
selling culture:

I

1. Strategic – when companies either lack or fail to
articulate a clear, no exception policy to selling value
and as a result make exceptions on a case by case
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basis to discount the price in order to win the
business. This sets precedent, and tells salespeople,
sales managers and customers that despite what we
say about value, we will meet or beat our
competitors’ pricing.
2. Tactical – when salespeople quote prices too
early. Quoting prices and selling value can not
coexist!
3. Process – when companies fail to create a formal,
customized, milestonecentric sales process that
supports selling value, properly introduce it, and
demand that everyone follows it. Key milestones that
are required to build the value get skipped or handled
out of sequence and value is not established.

Dave Kurlan

4. Methodology  when companies don’t have a
consultative methodology that supports a
conversational approach to identify the particular
things for which a customer would pay a premium.
Lacking an effective methodology also serves to
make them unable to differentiate in the field, where
buyers make their decisions. If you can’t
differentiate, you can’t sell value.

6. Sales Management – when sales management is
unable to effectively provide situational coaching to
salespeople on how to sell value.

and proposals must change. Completely. If they
don’t, at best they will struggle to win business at an
even more alarming rate. At worst, they will become
obsolete within three years
Selling value in a way that will actually get
consistent results requires a completely different
approach from simply being able to talk about what
your value is. Today, salespeople must provide the
entirety of the value themselves and if they can’t,
their customers and prospects will have no use for
them. Prospects can do a Google search and have
most of what salespeople traditionally talk about at
their fingertips in less than five minutes. Salespeople
must get better at identifying something else to talk
about or they not only won’t be needed in their sales
calls, they won’t get or keep the business either. n

Salespeople who have relied heavily on talking about
capabilities, value propositions, applications, demos,
specifications, prices, company stories, presentations,

Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of
Objective Management Group Inc. Visit here

5. Salespeople  when companies ask salespeople
who lack the Sales DNA required for selling value to
try and sell value anyway.

New eLibrary
Coming Soon ...
Launching in the Spring, this area will be
populated with literally thousand of articles,
webinars, white papers, podcasts, videos,
eBooks … in fact it will be the largest and
most significant resource center for frontline
sales professionals and their managers in
the world.
And we will keep it fresh, very fresh, by adding
new material from the biggest names in the
sales space every single day.

Follow us here

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY
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ACHIEVE CONSISTENT
SALES PERFORMANCE

With the award-winning
platform for complex sales

MEMBRAIN
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Top Sales Article & Blog Post

This Month’s Top Sales Article
Follow the Money
by Dave Stein

I

n 1987, I read a book entitled Business Rules of
Thumb by Seth Godin. (It appears to be out of
print.) I don't believe it was then, but at some point I
learned this business rule of thumb: Follow the
Money.
I still use that process for all sorts of things
related to business and my personal life.
I generally don't watch football, but when I rarely
do, it's the Patriots. (I do live in New England, after
all.) Whenever I turn on CBS at 7:00 pm ET on a
Sunday during football season to catch 60 Minutes, I
always wind up at about the same point in the
game—the beginning of the fourth quarter. Yet CBS,

knowing, far in advance, within minutes, when the
game will actually end, always promotes 60 Minutes
as beginning at 7:00 pm. I asked myself why. Follow
the money. Here is my guess: There is a football
audience. There is a 60 Minutes audience. There is
likely considerable overlap, but there are some who
prefer one or another. Is it possible that during that
50 minutes or so that the game is running past the
scheduled start time for 60 Minutes that CBS is
collecting significantly more ad revenues. They don't
want me to tune in at 7:50. They want me in at 7:00.
That's my theory, anyway. Of course when it comes
to TV and football, it's all about the money.
Read More

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
The Wild West or 2016: 5 Ways to Figure Out if Your
Sales Team is Behind The Curve by George Brontén

A

s I engage with sales organizations around the
globe, I’m sometimes surprised how respectable
companies lack a modern sales infrastructure and
accept old (bad) habits, causing yearly losses in the
millions. In this post, I will highlight five common
problems and suggest actions to be taken.

unpredictable revenues. It’s not uncommon to find
out that 50% of the pipeline needs to be cut out.

Suggested actions:
l Introduce a clear definition of what an ideal

A ghost town: the sales pipeline

customer looks like, when it’s OK to spend time and
resources on pursuing deals and when to stop
wasting time on deals that are unlikely to close.

When conducting a pipeline and deal review, a high
number of stalled deals are normally found. There
are a number of possible causes for this, the main
ones being that sales people don’t properly qualify
deals and use “sandbagging” to tweak their pipeline
numbers. This creates inaccurate sales forecasts and

l Responsibilities: Leadership to determine the
overall commercial strategy and ideal client profiles,
frontline sales managers to coach and hold sales
people accountable for proper qualification.
Read More
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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